Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) and X-ray transient XTE J1751-305 are Low-Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs) that may emit continuous gravitational waves detectable in the band of ground-based interferometric observatories. Neutron stars in LMXBs could reach a torque-balance steady-state equilibrium in which angular momentum addition from infalling matter from the binary companion is balanced by angular momentum loss, conceivably due to gravitational-wave emission. Torquebalance predicts a scale for detectable gravitational-wave strain based on observed X-ray flux. This paper describes a search for Sco X-1 and XTE J1751-305 in LIGO Science Run 6 data using the TwoSpect algorithm, based on searching for orbital modulations in the frequency domain. While no detections are claimed, upper limits on continuous gravitational-wave emission from Sco X-1 are obtained, spanning gravitational wave frequencies from 40 to 2040 Hz and projected semi-major axes from 0.90 to 1.98 light-seconds. These upper limits are injection-validated, equal any previous set in initial LIGO data, and extend over a broader parameter range. At optimal strain sensitivity, achieved at 165 Hz, the 95% confidence level random-polarization upper limit on dimensionless strain h0 is approximately 1.8 × 10 −24 . The closest approach to the torque-balance limit, within a factor of 27, is also at 165 Hz. Upper limits are set in particular narrow frequency bands of interest for J1751-305. These are the first upper limits known to date on r-mode emission from this XTE source. The TwoSpect method will be used in upcoming searches of Advanced LIGO and Virgo data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-axisymmetric spinning neutron stars are predicted to emit continuous gravitational waves (GWs) [1] . In particular, Low-Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs) may sustain long-lasting non-axisymmetry through accretion onto the constituent neutron star from the binary partner. This accretion may reach a torque-balance, where angular momentum carried away by GW emission equals that added from accretion [2, 3] , depending on the ability of the neutron star equation of state to support nonaxisymmetric shapes or fluid modes, as well as the absence of other dissipative mechanisms. Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1), the brightest enduring extrasolar X-ray source [4] , is noteworthy: because detectable GW energy flux scales with observed X-ray flux, it is a promising source for the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) and fellow GW observatories [5] . While GW emission due to the l = m = 2 mass quadrupole moment is expected at twice the neutron star's spin frequency (f 0 = 2ν), emission may occur at other frequencies in the case of r-mode Rossby oscillations [5] [6] [7] [8] . Here we carry * grant.meadors@ligo.org out a broadband search for continuous GWs from Sco X-1, as well as narrowband searches for r-modes centered on particular frequencies in the case of X-ray transient XTE J1751-305 for which a sharp spectral line in X-rays has been observed [9] that may be indicative of non-radial oscillation modes (such as r-modes).
GW detector data have been analyzed using various strategies to search for continuous waves [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The method used here, TwoSpect [16] , has been used opportunistically in a previous all-sky analysis to search for Sco X-1 in LIGO Science Run 6 (S6) and the second and third Virgo Science Runs (VSR2 and 3) [17] , but it has been subsequently improved (by a factor of 9.5/4.0 = 2.375 for random polarization [18] ) and those improvements demonstrated in a Mock Data Challenge (MDC) of simulated signals [19] . This method searches for evidence of orbital modulation of a continuous narrowband signal in strain data as seen in the time-frequency domain. Upper limits from previous searches for Sco X-1 in initial LIGO data [17, [20] [21] [22] [23] have used diverse techniques to calculate upper limits for each algorithm. We produce frequentist upper limits using injections in each band, validating against an extrapolated estimate. Per-band injections yield more conservative limits, which we present, matching the best previous while extending results to a broader band (40 Table I . Data is used from LIGO Science Run 6 (S6), 2009 July 09 to 2010 October 20, with 4-km-long LIGO Hanford (H1) and LIGO Livingston (L1) detectors, as described in Table II .
Because the spin frequency ν [9, 30] and frequency derivative [31] of XTE J1751-305 are known, its search is significantly less intensive than the search across frequencies required for Sco X-1. This paper will focus on Sco X-1 to illustrate the general case.
II. SEARCH METHOD
Our search method for Sco X-1 and J1751 is derived from an all-sky algorithm, TwoSpect [16, 17] , specialized to a single sky location [18] .
Orbital motion of binary systems involves multiple parameters beyond an isolated continuous GW source.
Here we assume a circular orbit of known orbital period (P = 2π/Ω). The algorithm is not sensitive to initial GW phase, nor to orbital phase as manifested by time of ascension T asc , the time epoch of the source crossing the orbital ascending node. Argument of periapsis is also ignored, because orbital eccentricity is small; slight variations could result in biased parameter estimation for signals but should not affect upper limits (see Appendix A). Sky position (α, δ) and period for Sco X-1 are known to sufficient precision [25, 27] to use fixed values in the search [16, 18] . Spindownḟ 0 is presumed small due to torque-balance. Amplitude parameters (strain h 0 , neutron star inclination ι, initial GW phase Φ 0 , and polarization angle ψ) are averaged out through time-dependent antenna functions F + and F × . The antenna functions depend on the observatories [10] .
Given known sky location and period, the search is restricted to two dimensions: f 0 and projected semi-major axis, a p = (a sin i)/c. (a sin i is in units of distance, a p in units of time). Doppler frequency modulation depth, ∆f obs = 2πa p f 0 /P , is more directly observable than a p , and template spacing is uniform in ∆f obs , so search grids are specified in (f 0 , ∆f obs ). These parameters describe the assumed phase evolution, Φ(t), of the strain h(t) for detector time t and solar-system barycenter time τ :
A detection statistic, R, is constructed based on the strain power, |h(t)| 2 . Data is pre-processed into N Short Fourier Transforms (SFTs) of duration T coh indexed by n with frequency bins k. As explained previously [16, 18] , the normalized power P n k is calculated per SFT, along with its running expectation value, P k n . The circularpolarization antenna pattern power, F 2 n ≡ F 2 +,n + F 2 ×,n is also computed. The normalized, background-subtracted, antenna-function-dependent SFT powersP n k are calculated for each (n, k) pixel. PowersP n k are then Fouriertransformed by F f from the time-domain n to the second-frequency domain, f , which corresponds to orbital period. Lastly, SFT background noise λ(f ) is estimated [16] . This yields second-frequency domain power,
We reindex Z k (f ) as Z i , where i is a pixel index in the (k, f ) plane. Each pixel has an expected mean λ i and a template weight w i , proportional to the expected magnitude in the presence of a signal. We sort i in decreasing order of w i and construct the R statistic from the M highest-weighted pixels:
The signal model affects the R statistic through w i , whereas data affects R via Z i . If one pixel i is dominant, R will approach an exponential distribution; if pixels are equal-magnitude, R will approach a Gaussian normal distribution. As Equations 13-15 of Goetz [16] show, the reconstructed strain amplitude of a signal h rec , is proportional to the quarter-root of R/T obs for fixed T SFT = T coh . For the same reason, for a fixed duty cycle and a non-transient signal, we expect R to grow linearly with T obs . Previous, all-sky searches using this program [17] have not calculated the R-statistic for the entire parameter space. Such a calculation was computationally infeasible, because the parameter space included additional dimensions of period and sky location. R was used as a follow-up to an initial, incoherent harmonic sum stage. Incoherent harmonic summing involves combining power at each f with powers at integer multiples of that f : this approximates an optimal search for any signal that varies periodically, but not necessarily sinusoidally, with period 1/f . Because this initial stage's statistic was less sensitive than R, an overall gain in sensitivity is expected from bypassing it for a fully-templated R-statistic analysis, which is feasible for a known source such as Sco X-1. A gain of 2.375 for random polarizations is confirmed by the MDC [18, 19] .
For Sco X-1, torque-balance predicts, for a 1.4 solar mass, 10 km radius neutron star [5] , Orbital period (P ) [27] 68023.70 ± 0.04 s Projected semi-major axis (ap) [28] 1.44 ± 0.18 s TABLE I. Sco X-1 prior measured parameters from electromagnetic observations (reproduced from methods paper [18] ) Note that the projected semi-major axis is in units of time, ap = (a sin i)/c; the value is derived from a velocity amplitude of K1 = 40 ± 5 km s −1 with uncertainty as understood at the time of the search [19, 20, 27] . Uncertainty has since increased (private communication: derived from the electromagnetically-measured projected radial velocity [29] ).
At 50 Hz, h 0 ≈ 1.2 × 10 −25 represents the high end of likely values [18, 19] . Spin-wandering, or fluctuation in f 0 due to time-varying accretion rate, is expected, but the analysis coherence time T coh is sufficiently short that fluctuations remain within a single Fourier-transform bin and are not likely to affect the search (see Appendix B).
Using 20%-mismatch criteria [16] for the R-statistic we choose a rectangular-spaced search grid in f 0 and ∆f obs [18] . Detector noise and computational cost limit the search to [ of the Sco X-1 methods paper [18] ,
estimates the number of templates required. Evaluated piecewise for T coh = 840 s and 360 s over [40, 360] Simulations are used to set statistical thresholds compatible with the large number of correlated templates. Note that the single-template p-value ceiling is not corrected for a trials factor appropriate to 2000 Hz. This deficiency, which would need resolution in case of future detection, arises from challenges in estimating the effect of long-range correlated structures [18] . Bonferroni correction (multiplying by the number of templates), is excessively conservative. We defer the issue to a later time, focusing instead on the uncorrected p-value corresponding to a particular empirical false alarm rate. The MDC [19] found that a detection criterion of singletemplate log 10 p < −7.75 present with coincidence in two observatories corresponded to a 5-Hz p-value of 0.01. (In the MDC, this 5-Hz p-value was called a false alarm probability of 1% per 5 Hz). In this search, this detection criterion is interpreted instead as a follow-up criterion.
Methods of setting criteria, parameter estimation in case of detection, and upper limits in its absence, are described in [18] . While these methods suffice for Gaussian noise, real detector data contains artifacts. Here we detail detection efficiency and validation of upper limits using simulated signals, injected into real data.
When h 0 upper limits are set in noise power spectral density S H , they can be compared across search algorithms in terms of sensitivity depth [32, 33] :
The sensitivity depth of an algorithm is expected to be roughly constant across varying S H (f ) for fixed T coh and with total observing time T obs . Search algorithms with higher sensitivity depth than others, given equal T obs , are said to be more sensitive.
A. Detection efficiency
Detection efficiency is the probability of detecting a signal of a certain strain h 0 . The detector noise floor varies only with f 0 , so we also marginalize over a p . Although the Doppler parameter a p is a search dimension, it is spanned by at most ≈ 2.9 × 10 2 templates, whereas ≈ 1.7 × 10 6 templates are required to span f 0 . Efficiency is calculated for 0.1 Hz-wide bands of frequency f 0 , and marginalized over Gaussian-distributed a p (σ ap = 0.18 s) and P (σ P = 0.0432 s), as well as uniform-distributed amplitude parameters (ψ, Φ 0 , cos ι); sky location (α, δ) is fixed, and h 0 is log-uniform over a factor of 50 range that depends on the estimated noise-floor. Injections cover a range of amplitude and Doppler parameters. These are aggregated into 1-Hz bands for adequate statistics. Per-injection recovered R-statistics at an injection-centered template, and its immediate neighbors, are compared against the loudest R-statistic in the 0.1-Hz band without injections. Centering the injection recovery grid on the actual injection location may result in a slight overestimate of average detection efficiency. Extrapolation proceeds from an expected mean mismatchm = 1/3 grid units in any hypercubic lattice [34] . Each grid unit equals the parameter space distance at which mismatch equals a specified level,m, for a total mismatch of m =mm. In [34] , inspired by the F-statistic [10] , mismatch is a loss in power, h 
983. Therefore, we estimate this effect to be approximately 2%, less than typical calibration uncertainties in previous science runs [35] . Injections with R greater than the loudest Rstatistic are classed as 'detections. ' Detection is expected to become more probable as strain increases, following an approximate sigmoid curve s(h 0 ). A two-parameter maximum-likelihood fit is made to s(h 0 ), from which the 95 % level is estimated analytically. This injection procedure is not identical to the process for identifying detections in real data. The differences arise from the computational cost of the search and follow-up. In real data, the detection process begins by comparing against the pre-existing threshold from the MDC [18, 19] : those with single-template log 10 p < −7.75 at both detectors are checked for coincidence. A separate program checks whether (f 0 , ∆f obs ) are within a coincidence requirement of 1/T coh . Templates that pass are clustered and evaluated in follow-up (Section III A).
B. Upper limits
Absent detections, upper limits at the 95% confidence level (h 95% ) are the result of the search. Upper limits are taken as the 95% detection efficiency levels, following prior practice [36] , computed as in Section II A. Again, 0.1-Hz bands are aggregated into 1-Hz bands for adequate statistics. To find h 95% , we take the sigmoid fits s K (h 0 ) for observatory K for a given bin, and analytically invert to obtain h 0 for s K = 0.95, and choose the minimum between the two observatories K. This is then repeated for each 1-Hz bin.
Validation is performed by taking a band (or limited set of bands), estimating in each band the multiplier needed to convert R into h 0 , applying that multiplier to the loudest template in all other bands, and comparing that product to the h 95% found above. , linearly proportional to the true value. Strain estimates, h 0 , must be determined using h rec with respect to a stated confidence level and injection population. In the figure, the estimated h 0 is plotted. This h 0 is estimated with the smallest coefficient ρ UL such that 95% of ρ UL h rec for injections, at any value of strain, are greater than or equal to the true h 0 . The conversion factor necessary is ρ UL ≈ 4.00. Moreover, ρ UL can be factored as 2.3 × ρ cos ι , where ρ cos ι = 1.74(±0.37) is a population-dependent estimate of the average ratio of true h 0 to recovered h 0 given a uniform distribution of cos ι [18, 19] .
The results of multiplying the loudest template h rec in all other bands by ρ UL are generally consistent with the h 95% found by the detection-efficiency method. Variation is expected, since the former is an extrapolation from the ρ UL estimated for [142.0, 142.7] Hz being uniformly applied across all other bands. Such variation is permissible when the detection-efficiency method is more conservative. Agreement can be quantified by comparing the median ρ UL h rec,i of 10 validation bins, 0.1 Hz each, to the corresponding 1-Hz detection-efficiency bin, h 95%,i . Where r is the ratio ρ UL h rec,i /h 95%,i , the median r = 0.755, mean 0.753 with standard deviation 0.153. At the most sensitive frequency, r = 0.898, whereas the 40- The uncalibrated 'recovered' strain, hrec, must be calibrated by scaling to an 'estimated' h0 = ρULhrec such that it is greater than or equal to injected h0 at least 95% of the time(red points). This must hold for all values of h0. Applying the scaling factor to the loudest outlier in each band, as described in the text, yields a result consistent with the final 95% detection efficiency levels, exemplified by Figure 1 , thus validating the upper limits.
50 Hz mean r = 0.851 and 2030-2040 Hz mean r = 0.692. The tendency for smaller r at high frequency may stem from the higher trials factor as f increases, requiring a search over a larger ∆f obs space. As h 95% is larger and more conservative on average, the upper limits are validated.
Upper limits can be set for most frequency bands. A few bands are consistently too noisy, as identified by statistical tests, and therefore cannot be analyzed. SFTs must pass a Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Kuiper's test: nonGaussian or anomalously noisy data are not used. These tests are detailed in the TwoSpect all-sky observational paper [17] . For the Sco X-1 search, the 60 Hz and first three harmonic lines at (120, 180, 240) Hz, as well as frequencies near the violin modes around 340 to 350 Hz, are thus excluded [37] . The Histogram for all templates (gray hex bins) and followed-up coincident templates only (blue dots). Variance in R increases with f0, because more pixels are incorporated into the statistic. However, R remains zero-mean. Line artifacts are present at many frequencies, extending to R ≈ 5×10
13 . The four outliers from Table III are marked (red crosshairs); they are at 656, 770, 957, and 1312 Hz.
III. SCO X-1 RESULTS
Summary results for the R-statistic and estimated single-template p-value of the Sco X-1 search can be found in Figure 3 through 5. These histograms of the data show structural features for both the entire set of templates as well as those passing threshold and coincidence requirements.
A. Sco X-1 outliers
Templates matching the statistical threshold in both observatories and coincident within 1/T coh in both f 0 and ∆f obs are clustered together. Because f 0 is a much larger dimension in our search than ∆f obs , only f 0 is used to define clusters: any points within twice the maximum possible modulation depth (to allow for degeneracies in the parameter space: points on the same a p vs f structure [18] ) plus 5 SFT bins (for safety with FFT signal leakage [16] ) are considered a cluster. Of the 90 clustered outliers in Appendix C, Table VI, 86 are dismissed by visual inspection of the amplitude spectral density in the band. Most show identifiable artifacts, such as instrumental lines and power harmonics. Table III presents four outliers, present in both interferometers between 40 and 2040 Hz, that do not overlap identifiable artifacts.
Of the surviving four outliers in Table III , all except the last (outlier 66, 1312.453 Hz) can be dismissed by coherently summing SFTs before calculating the R-
2D histogram with hexagonal bins of doublylogarithmic (single-template) p-value versus frequency f0 for the Sco X-1 S6 search. Histogram for all templates (gray hex bins) and followed-up coincident templates only (blue dots). Line artifacts align with those in Figure 3 . The four outliers from Table III are marked (red crosshairs); they are at 656, 770, 957, and 1312 Hz.
statistic. In this case, when H1 and L1 are in simultaneous operation, SFTs from both are phase-shifted to account for detector separation, the matched SFTs are added together, and then analysis proceeds as for a single (virtual) detector. Real signals are expected to yield higher R-statistics using the coherent sum. This results in higher sensitivity: an H1-L1 sum with unknown cos ι and ψ should improve by approximately 29 percent [38] over single-detector analyses, in the all-sky search. Directed searches, such as Sco X-1, are not fully characterized, nor are the false alarm and false dismissal probabilities of the test for higher joint-R, but the example of the F-statistic multi-detector statistic [39] is informative. The single-detector F-statistic [10] has an expected statistic, F, proportional to a non-centrality parameter ρ ∝ h 2 ; with N combined detectors, ρ ∝ N , so sensitivity to h scales like √ N . Einstein@Home, for example, vetoes candidates for which any single-detector statistic is less than the joint-detector statistic (the F-statistic consistency veto) [40] . Because R is not coherent, it will scale more slowly than F, but should grow with additional detectors. Only the last outlier, 1312.453 Hz, does have a larger R with coherent-summing.
Multiple considerations suggest that the 1312.453 Hz outlier is nevertheless not a real signal from Sco X-1. First, note that the follow-up criterion, as noted in Section II, yield a false alarm probability of 1% per 5 Hz band in Gaussian noise [19] . The data set contains 400 bands of 5 Hz, implying a (1−0.99 400 ) = 0.98 probability of at least one false alarm. Given the high false alarm probability of the search's follow-up criterion, it is less likely that any particular outlier arises from actual GW Figure 4 , typically related to line artifacts in the data. Follow-up threshold of log 10 p = −7.75 shown in (red): a template in each observatory must reach this threshold and and be coincident with the other observatory to qualify for follow-up. In comparison to theoretical expectations, templates with many equally-weighted pixels would have Gaussian-distributed R, while templates dominated by a single pixel will have exponentially-distributed R. On this figure's axes, both such distributions would appear as concave-downward curves. The knee in the slope and extended right tail imply that extreme − log 10 (p)-values are part of distinct, unmodeled populations, such as the aforementioned line artifacts. In the absence of artifacts or signals, the below-threshold slope would continue.
emission from Sco X-1 (presumed to be monochromatic and with no confusion from GW backgrounds). Moreover, the R-statistic of this outlier does not grow linearly in time if the observation is subdivided. Indeed, subdividing into quarters or thirds yields inconsistent results for the time interval with the loudest R, compared to dividing into halves. These results are also inconsistent with the expectations that R ∝ T obs and the corollary that detectable h 0 scales with T −1/4 obs (see Equation 6 and below). It is possible, however, that the marginal nature of the outlier elevates the false dismissal probability of this test. Alternately, Sco X-1 might not be in torque-balance. Then previous assumptions might not apply, and a transient signal for part of the run could not be ruled out. The recovered strain h rec is at least 159 times larger than torque-balance: 2.37 × 10 −26 according to prior formulae based on the X-ray flux [5, 18] . (The true strain h 0 , after correcting for cos ι, would be even larger on average). Hence, spin-down would occur at an estimated rate of at least 3.2 × 10 −7 Hz/s (4% of a frequency bin per coherence time; 4674 bins during the observing time). This rapid frequency drift should induce either an extended cluster of outliers at various frequencies consistent with evolution during the run, or else might fail to produce an outlier at all, if the accumulated power in each bin is insufficient. Both possibilities are inconsistent with observed results, so the signal is presumably unphysical.
Although the possibility remains open for a signal at h 0 greater than torque-balance predictions, it would require more statistically consistent evidence to substantiatethe false alarm probability of the search and the inconsistent behavior of the R-statistic do not provide this evidence. Statistical fluctuation is the most likely explanation for the 1312.453 Hz outlier: we conclude that no signals from Sco X-1 have been detected.
B. Sco X-1 random-polarization upper limits
Upper limits (ULs) for the [40, 2040] Hz spectrum, with 95% confidence given random polarization, in units of dimensionless strain, are shown in Figure 6 , produced as explained in Section II B. The minimum value, 1.8 × 10 −24 , is achieved at 165 Hz: it is approximately 27 times the torque-balance strain limit at that frequency.
Previous Radiometer searches using LIGO Science Run S5 data [21] must be converted for comparison. Note that although S6 noise was improved over S5, the observation time T obs of S5 was approximately twice as long as S6. Whereas both searches should improve proportional to the quarter root of T obs , these effects approximately cancel. The Radiometer UL is calculated for 90% confidence given circular (optimal) rather than Validated by determining the 95% detection efficiency in injections, this spectrum covers [40, 2040] Hz, using the lower upper limit from either observatory when both yielded results. Results are for 1-Hz bands (closed lower edge, open upper edge). Three bands (189, 1031, and 1041 Hz) have anomalously low upper-limit that probably stem from spectral artifacts visible the run-averaged SFT amplitude spectral density. Five near-overlapping bands total are marked (yellow triangles) where upper limits could not be set: four (343, 347, 687 and 688) Hz could not be fit because of additional artifacts yielding insufficient data for the search method, and 345 Hz could not be numerically determined by maximum likelihood. The region around 345 Hz contains the first harmonic of the interferometer suspension violin mode, responsible for these disturbances. Bifurcation in highfrequency limits arises from certain bands being contaminated in H1 and limit being set by the less-sensitive L1 interferometer. Results make no assumptions on cos ι. Note: torque-balance (green line) assumes a 1.4 solar mass, 10 km neutron star. random polarization; it is presented in units of h RMS , which do not directly correspond to physical strain. Signal leakage across the 0.25 Hz Radiometer bins affects h RMS near the boundaries of bins for signals below 538 Hz (and all signals above) [19] . The effects of signal leakage and polarization dependence have been investigated and found to scale h RMS ≈ 0.48h 0 , on average, over the range of [50, 1500] Hz [19] . For a specific df = 0.25-Hz bin, the conversion is h 0 = C cp × C mbf ×Ŷ tot df , where C cp = 1.74 ± 0.37 and C mbf (frequency-dependent) are new with respect to S5. Applying factors of 1.74 and C mbf (160Hz) = (1.2) 1/2 to the best claimed Radiometer result, h RMS = 7 × 10 −25 near 160 Hz, implies the 90%-confidence S5 upper limit was h ) for bands respectively starting (165.0, 165.3, 165.6) Hz. We believe our limits to be at least comparable to the Radiometer S5 limits, but spanning a broader frequency range and more rigorously calculated, using Monte Carlo injections for the full range of astrophysical polarizations, presented in physical units of strain h 0 at 95% confidence.
Sideband searches in S5 data [23] are more analogous. However, the S5 UL is produced using a Bayesian method different from the MDC and from our frequentist Monte Carlo injections; some discrepancy may thus arise. The Sideband UL over the range [50, 550] Hz is calculated at 95% confidence, including both random polarization, as here, as well as a restricted prior. Its semicoherent (sensitivity ∝ T 1/2 obs ) analysis spans 10 days. When comparing these results, note that the Sideband paper uses the median UL from within a 1 Hz band. Our method instead generates a single UL for each 1 Hz band. As this means that each fit in the current paper may be adversely affected by noise within the band, the quantities are not directly equivalent. For example, calculating 95%-sigmoid ULs from our 0.1-Hz bins and taking the median for [165.0, 165.9]-Hz yields a median of 1.66 × 10 −24 compared to our stated UL of 1.8 × 10
on the sigmoid for the whole 1 Hz. The UL at our most sensitive frequency, 165 Hz, is nevertheless between the median (1.3 × 10 −24 ) and worst Sideband UL at its most sensitive frequency, 150 Hz. Moreover, the results in the current paper cover a broader range of [40, 2040] Hz.
While method differences still complicate comparison, we find our ULs to be within factor of 1.4 between Radiometer S5 and Sideband S5 limits; while not distinctly better in sensitivity, they span a larger parameter space (2 kHz in f 0 ) in S6 data.
IV. XTE J1751-305
A. XTE J1751-305 method Discovered in 2002 [30] , the X-ray transient J1751-305 is another binary system with potential for continuous GW emission. In 2014 [9] , X-ray observations of J1751 were reported that exhibited signs consistent with non-radial oscillation modes, such as r-(and gravity g-) modes. Debate ensued; an r-mode might have already spun J1751 down below detectable levels [41] , but a crust-only surface r-mode might not and could still be present [42] . J1751 is thus an interesting candidate for an opportunistic search well-suited to our method.
J1751 has the shortest known orbital period of any X-ray binary: P ≈ 2545.3 s. Its semi-major axis is a p ≈ 0.010 s. Crucially, its spin frequency is known: ν = 435.31799 Hz. J1751 is distant, at an estimated d > 7 kpc, near the galactic center. We consider GW emission at the spin frequency f 0 = ν, the relativistic-corrected r-mode frequency f 0 = (2 − 0.5727597)ν [9] (dependent on the unknown equation of state), and the quadrupolar frequency f 0 = 2ν. Bands of f band = 2.0 Hz, centered approximately on each frequency, and a p ±0.0033 s, are selected with a single period P = 2545.3414 s. The search is run on 200-s and 240-s SFTs to cope with high Doppler acceleration from the short P . This analysis overcovers uncertainties, yet is practical (< 10 5 templates) for a single-processor in less than a day. Parameters are listed in Table IV In the absence of any candidates, upper limits are set in Table V . We follow the same method as Section III B, with minor modifications: sky location, period, and projected semi-major axis are adjusted to fit J1751, and the frequency span is limited to the 0.1 Hz bands containing each of three possible emission frequencies: ν spin , r-mode, and 2ν spin . To our knowledge, these are the first limits set on J1751 using gravitational-wave data.
Debate [41, 42] over the existence of r-modes in J1751 motivates future searches. S6 amplitude spectral densities ranged around [ [44] . Extrapolating to equivalent duration design sensitivity data, we might anticipate approximately order-ofmagnitude improvements in upper limits. Andersson et al [41] discuss how, with a nominal internal mode amplitude α = 10 −3 , the expected strain of an r-mode in LIGO might be approximately 1 × 10 −24 . While internal mode amplitude is also highly-uncertain, future upper limits could indeed be illuminating.
V. CONCLUSIONS
LIGO S6 data is analyzed for continuous gravitational wave emission from Sco X-1 using the TwoSpect method. While no credible detections are made, upper limits are set for randomly polarized gravitational waves from Sco X-1 from 40 to 2040 Hz. This analysis covers the uncertainty in projected semi-major axis, σ ap , over ±3σ ap as was known in S6 [28] , though σ ap ephemerides are evolving [29] . Upper limits for randomly polarized GWs are set for this 2-kHz frequency band, except for five 1-Hz disturbed bands. The best upper limit is h 0 = 1.8×10 −24 at 165 Hz, 27 times the torque-balance limit there. XTE J1751-305 is also targeted and shows no sign of GW emission, although transients cannot be ruled out; we set the first upper limits on J1751 using GW data.
These results using TwoSpect [16, 18] are the best that span a 2 kHz frequency range and use initial LIGO data [17, [20] [21] [22] [23] . In this paper, the frequency range surveyed is considerably larger than the [20, 57.25] Hz previously-analyzed by TwoSpect for S6 and Virgo VSR2/3 [17] or [50, 550] Hz analyzed by Sideband for S5 [23] . Moreover, in an advance over Radiometer S5 limits [21] , the limits presented here are in physical units of strain h 0 (instead of h RMS ), for simulated random polarizations, at the 95%-confidence level. The relative performance of the pipelines is fairly consistent with that observed in the Sco X-1 Mock Data Challenge [19] , allowing for differences in bin size and observation time for Radiometer and the Bayesian upper limit technique used for Sideband in S5. Already, as this paper shows, TwoSpect achieves a sensitivity depth of approximately 10 Hz (as previously estimated [18] ; see Equation 9 ) with respect to the S6 amplitude spectral density. Extrapolated to an equivalent duration of Advanced LIGO design sensitivity data at an amplitude spectral density of 4×10 −24 Hz −1/2 , this method might set an upper limit of 4×10 −25 on Sco X-1, well within an order of magnitude of the predicted torque-balance limit [5] . Promising pipelines are in development [45, 46] , though further enhancement to the TwoSpect algorithm is also expected [38] . This method sets new upper limits on Sco X-1 GW emission using S6 data, and it is ready to be applied to data from Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo, and KAGRA.
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Appendix A: Eccentricity
Eccentricity effects have not been analytically considered for this algorithm before. Starting from the instantaneous relative GW frequency offset (δf )/f [32] , with eccentric anomaly E, eccentricity e and argument of periapse ω,
Instantaneous frequency offsets result in shifted estimates of the apparent intrinsic frequency and modulation depth: labeling these offsets δf a and δ∆f a ,
Extremizing over E to solve where e ≥ 0, e 1,
1 − e 2 cos 2 ω e cos ω , (A4)
The offsets are related by δf a = (δ∆f a + ∆f obs ) e cos ω. Equations A4 and A5 predict the (f, ∆f obs ) position of max(R). A case is simulated at the edge of the Sco X-1 search parameter space, with a p = 1.95 light-s, f = 2039.95 Hz; compared to when e = 0, the e = 0.07 simulation shows maximum shifts of δf a = −25.7 mHz, δ∆f a = +0.9 mHz for ω = 0 and δf a = +25.7 mHz, δ∆f a = +0.9 mHz for ω = π. This is consistent with predictions up to a sign, which depends on the convention for ω. The R value computed for an injected signal with a simulated eccentricity σ e is comparable to that when e = 0, so given the physical probability of orbital circularization, eccentricity will be treated as a problem in parameter estimation but not while setting upper limits.
Appendix B: Spin-wandering across frequency bins Consider a gravitational-wave signal that changes in frequency f 0 by one frequency bin, width 1/T coh , during the observing time, T obs . Model this change as linear in time; for example, consider an LMXB where accretion suddenly stopped, and the neutron star kept radiating GW at its torque-balance frequency f 0 . This model should set an upper limit. The limit is found by comparing the frequency bin width allowance to the spindown rate. The frequency bin width allowance is,
Comparing to the spindown rate of an isolated star [48] ,
The first equation can be transformed by noting that
and we can readily solve for in terms of h 0 . Combining these solutions,
Using values of I zz = 10 38 kg m 2 and r = 2.7 kpc,
Hz .
(B6) For a loud candidate, for example h 0 = 4 × 10 −24 at 1312.45 Hz, this spindown rate is 2.4×10 −7 Hz s −1 , equal to 95 Hz spindown over the 40.5 million second T obs of S6. This is, respectively, 80 thousand or 34 thousand times larger than the width of, respectively, 840-s or 360-s SFTs. Moreover, for a signal well above the torquebalance limit, the linear spindown approximation might be valid.
Applying the same logic to a signal at the torquebalance limit, 
or approximately 0.033 Hz spindown over S6. This is also wider than the width of either frequency bin, by a factor of approximately 28 for 840-s SFTs and 12 for 360-s SFTs. However, this is a worst-case scenario, and torquebalance is thought to be an equilibrium condition. The sudden spindown of a neutron star from torque-balance is not expected. Because the potential for spin-wandering effects is not completely negligible, however, this subject remains a topic of active investigation [49] . 
